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ࠍᜨᑔᒕܱĂኍϟĂܱઈĂ೨څࢳ̯ஈāԿࢥࢊߎā৴ࢳΝͼ۠ଣ֧ͣвЮࠍᚵᜇຶ̻ā҂ృ
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ȇ˫͞āࠦڰҡାᓀ຺٘ᛲ̢ภщᇀВѧᓐЩࠦڰٹཏݰᓜᏰāΏˮѢ̘С؞ା͂ڇઢᄂāპ࡙Ν
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International Vegetarian Food & Culture Fair

I

n recognition of the critical role of vegetarianism in solving environmental and health issues and preventing global warming
and natural disasters, the International Vegetarian Food & Culture Fair celebrated its second successful year. On July 13, 2008,
members of five Dharma Realm Buddhist Association monasteries joined several vegetarian organizations and vegetarian food vendors
at the City of the Dharma Realm in providing a wide variety of delicious vegetarian dishes and exciting programs. Encouraged by the
community’s support and by the successful outcome of this event, the participants anticipate reconvening again next year to continue
promotion of vegetarianism at the 3rd Annual International Vegetarian Food & Culture Fair. Through vegetarianism may we
encourage peace in the world.
( Compiled by Editorial Staff )
A speech given by Dharma Master Heng Gwei:
Compassionate Venerable Master, all Dharma Masters,
Honorable Guests, all Dharma Friends, Good Morning!
On behalf of the Nuns of the City of the Dharma
Realm, I welcome you all to our Second Annual Vegetarian
Food and Culture Fair. It is an extraordinarily auspicious
day here in the state capitol and this is also the month of
Independence Day; we just celebrated the Fourth of July
national holiday. By this offering of vegetarian food for
your edification and pleasure, we pray for timely winds
and rains, for the prosperity of America, for the health of
its citizens, and for peace in the world.
When the founder of Dharma Realm Buddhist
Association, the Venerable Hsuan Hua, was still with
us, he always patiently and kindly reminded us that
the greatest karmic force of all (and the heaviest of all
offenses) is killing. Likewise, the greatest and heaviest of
all retributions is brought about by killing karma – by
the taking of life. Killing is the weightiest of all offenses.
Whether we kill other living beings randomly, or kill out
of revenge, it is the most cruel and saddest thing in the
world. The Venerable Master taught us that both natural
and manmade disasters in the world are a direct result
of killing karma. In fact, the heavy karma brought about
by too much killing can produce earthquakes, tsunamis,
extremes of heat and cold, untimely winds and rains,
and other strange phenomenan, not to mention a kind
of general malaise and feeling of unease among the
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population. So, this is exactly the situation in the world today,
with natural disasters on the rise and the many and various
ecological crises that we all face. To not eat the flesh of living
beings is to increase our kindness and compassion. Conversely,
to eat meat is to harm our natural and inherent kindness and
compassion. The world is made from the mind alone. If people
are fond of killing, then this world is a world of war. If people
cherish life, then this world is a world of peace. We sincerely
hope that everyone can turn the warring mind into a mind of
kindness and compassion.
This year we are truly honored and privileged to have
support from many different groups, including Sister Hansa
and our friends from the Brahma Kumaris (offering a cooking
demonstration of Indian Cuisine) and our friends from Andy
Nguyen’s Vegetarian Restaurant in Sacramento (sharing their
wonderful Vietnamese food with us). We also have Malaysian
dishes in addition to Chinese, so this time we are able to enjoy
a truly international representation of vegetarian cuisine. Also
this year, we are very fortunate and blessed to have one of the
senior Bhikshus from DRBA here with us, despite his busy
schedule, to give us a Dharma talk.
Finally, I would like to express my appreciation for
everyone’s effort in making this event possible. Whether you
are local or whether you traveled from afar, we thank you for
your endless effort and hard work to make this Fair possible.
We hope that all of you will enjoy today’s delicious vegetarian
food and wonderful performances. May you enjoy good health
and happy spirits, and bring forth the enlightened mind.

